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INTRODUCTION 

In these trying times, it’s critical to focus on the ballot box -- specifically on flipping elected offices in both state 

legislatures and the U.S. Congress from Republican to Democrat, i.e., from red to blue. Central to that goal is 

raising money for selected candidates.   

Traditionally, Republican candidates and their allies have been much more successful in raising money than have 

Democrats. This historical pattern shifted dramatically in 2018 when Swing Left and other national organizations 

as well as local grass-root groups took action to effect change in the national political scene.  Together, they 

showed that an army of small donors can be effective against the huge funds contributed by big corporations 

and PACs.   

You undoubtedly are on the receiving end of a cacophony of appeals from candidates, PACS, and other 

political entities.  How do you pick where your donations will be most effective in bringing the change we as a 

country so desperately need?  31st Street Swing Left has an answer to this need.  We gather and analyze the 

most relevant data, slot it into a spreadsheet setting out the most “flippable” races and make 

recommendations in an order of priority.  We have heard back, over and over, that the recommendations in 

our spreadsheet are highly valued by those who receive them because they feel more confident that their 

donations will have political impact. The fact that a relatively small group of our members have mobilized 

donations from hundreds of friends and relatives, including though their secondary contacts, testifies to the 

power of the recommendations.  

31st St. Swing Left (hereafter “31st St.”) members wrote this Guide because we want to encourage more 
activists to give fundraising a try.  We make it available to the leadership of any Democratic grassroots group. 
Those leaders are welcome to pass it along to other groups or members providing its origins are attributed to 
31st St. Please contact us through our website (www.31stStreet.org) if you have any questions. 

What we accomplished 

After forming in February 2017, 31st St.’s members raised 

$115,000 for Democrats running for the Virginia House of 

Delegates in November of that year. In 2018, we raised 

$1,024,000 for Democrats running for the U.S. House and 

Senate. With no prior fundraising experience, we surprised 

even ourselves.  Our aim with this Guide is to let you know how 

we raised this money so you can surprise yourselves with your 

success. 
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MAKING THE GREATEST IMPACT WITH YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS 

The goal of this Guide is to significantly improve your members’ fundraising.  You can choose to simply educate 

your members on how to become better individual political contributors, or you can use the same principles 

that guide individual donations to organize your group to take its fundraising to a higher level.  

 

Being Better Individual Political Contributors 

If you are energized by the possibility of reversing the tone and policies of the past couple of years, your 

members can join other progressives all across the country who are giving to difference-making candidates on 

both the local and national level.  Together, these large numbers of smaller donors can have a huge impact.  

But how do you help your members select which candidates when you are looking at races across the whole 

country? 

 

Whom to Support?  

31st St. identifies and supports “sweet spot” 

candidates.  These are candidates who are not 

already very likely to win; are not already well 

funded (in which case they don’t need your 

money) and are not highly likely to lose (in which 

case your money is wasted).  Rather, they are the 

candidates who, with significant support from a lot 

of contributors and enough “boots on the ground,” 

have a reasonable chance of winning.   

31st St. has put enormous time and effort into 

creating spreadsheets upon which you can rely to 

select the candidates you will support.  We have 

drawn on data such as: 

• What do the professional political commentators (i.e., the Cook Report and Nate Silver’s 538) say about 

the candidate’s chances? 

• What do the polls show? 

• For a U.S. House or Senate race, do the respective Campaign Committees identify the state or district as 

a “red-to-blue” target? 

• What percentage of voters voted in the last Democratic primary as opposed to the Republican primary? 

• How much money has the candidate (and his/her opponent) raised and how much cash does he/she 

currently have on hand? 

• What information about the strength of the campaign can we learn from the campaign manager? 

• What races have been prioritized by national Swing Left www.swingleft.org? 

http://www.swingleft.org/
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For 2018, we followed more than 70 potentially-flippable U.S. House seats over time, promoting donations 

and making changes in recommendations as conditions changed. You can see the final spreadsheet here: Final 

2018 Spreadsheet. For 2019, you can find out who we have identified as the sweet spot candidates in the 

Virginia House of Delegates and one grassroots organization working in North Carolina by accessing the 31st St.  

spreadsheet, which is continuously updated as new information becomes available. 2019 Spreadsheet. A new 

spreadsheet focusing on the U.S. Congress will be available in 2020.   

When to Contribute? 

Although many donors are inspired to contribute when the campaigns are in full swing, donations are much 

more effective when they come at an early stage.  Early contributions allow candidates to hire staff who can 

manage their volunteers, open offices, create a campaign video, print literature and yard signs, etc.  In 

addition, if a candidate has raised significant money early on, it helps them establish credibility for obtaining 

funding from sources like the Democratic National Committee. 

For example, in Virginia, the primaries are held in June, and the 

general election in November.  If a candidate does not have a 

primary challenge, early money means contributions given in 

February, March, April and May.  For a candidate who has won 

his or her June primary, early money means contributions on the 

day after the primary in June continuing through July and 

August.   

Organizing to Boost Your Group Fundraising 

In addition to educating your members to become more effective 

individual contributors, you can create a Fundraising Leadership 

Team to make your entire group more effective at raising money. 

If you do so, it’s important for the Team to include members who 

are detail-oriented and are willing to invest the time necessary to 

develop ideas, conduct training sessions, and disseminate timely 

and motivating information, including to whom the group will be directing contributions and during what time 

period.  

 

CONNECTING WITH THE CANDIDATE 

To inspire your members to contribute to and canvass for the candidates the Team has chosen, you can arrange 

for members of your group to actually meet the candidates, even if they’re in distant jurisdictions.  Candidates 

are very willing to commit the time to connect to potential donors through in-person meetings or video calls.  

The value of this cannot be overstated.  It creates a personal bond between group members and the candidates 

and gives members the ability to say to their networks that they’ve heard the candidates speak, and they were 

really impressive!  

 

 

https://www.virginiagrassroots.org/resources-stats-key-house-races.php
https://www.virginiagrassroots.org/resources-stats-key-house-races.php
https://www.virginiagrassroots.org/resources-stats-key-races-2019.php
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ACCOUNTABILITY 

You’re now ready to actually dive into fundraising but, first, it’s important to build accountability into your 

fundraising from the very beginning. 

Track the Group’s Progress 

One of the more rewarding aspects of a group’s fundraising 

efforts is tracking the total amount of money raised.  Although 

contributions can be calculated manually – a time-consuming 

task, it’s more efficient to create a landing page for each 

candidate using ActBlue’s website.  These ActBlue links can 

then be embedded in email appeals and in the spreadsheet 

discussed above. (See Appendix 1 for how to create a landing 

page.) 

Set Targets for Each Fundraising Effort 

To focus the group’s effort and not overwhelm your members, no more than two or three candidates should be 

supported at a time and only for a limited period, such as three months.  You should set a specific dollar target 

that you hope your group will raise, and then provide periodic updates on how well you’re doing at reaching 

the target.   

Ask Members to be Accountable 

At group meetings, each member can be asked to anonymously write down how much he/she is willing to 

contribute to selected candidates as well as raise from his or her network. Gathering the written commitments 

and letting the group know the total amount shows what they might accomplish as a team and is very inspiring!  

Timing 

Timing is everything!  As previously mentioned, early money is far and away the most valuable for campaigns 

because it enables them to, among other things, hire staff, rent office space and prepare printed campaign 

materials.  Moreover, by establishing contact early with various campaigns, your group can learn about urgent 

funding needs that occasionally arise and quickly respond to them.  For example, an influx of cash can keep a 

campaign from folding and help ensure that the candidate wins her race.  Or such contributions can help a 

candidate raise the funds needed to be eligible for support from the Democratic Congressional Campaign 

Committee.  

Communication 

A communicator should be designated to send out emails about fundraising, including: (a) current candidates 

being supported, (b) group goals for a set time period, (c) status of reaching those goals, and (d) inspirational 

quotes.  This person may, but does not have to, be one of the fundraising leaders.  
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HELPING YOUR MEMBERS DEVELOP FUNDRAISING NETWORKS 

By reaching out to friends and relatives in individual “asks,” each of your members can generate donations for 

the candidates for whom your group is fundraising.  The Fundraising Leadership Team can help members learn 

how to do this. To be successful, individual fundraisers need what is termed “scaffolding” in the field of 

education. Scaffolding provides support for a novice attempting to develop a new skill set and needing to break 

out of her/his comfort zone.  Scaffolding includes training sessions, mentoring and examples.  You will find 

scaffolding throughout these materials.  Be intentional and thoughtful about providing it to your members. 
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Key Principles for Individual “Asks” 

To help inexperienced members, sample pitches 

should be created so that members can adapt them to 

their personal style and send them out to their own 

networks.  The pitch should include biographical data 

about the candidate, information about why the seat 

is important, and encouraging data about the race.  A 

link to a donation landing page should be prominently 

displayed early in the pitch so recipients can easily 

contribute to that candidate.  The pitch is most 

effective if personalized for each recipient.  It should 

also be cut and pasted right into the body of the 

member’s email, so that the recipient does not have 

to open an attachment.  (See Appendix 2 for a sample 

pitch.)  Key principles for the Team to emphasize in 

fundraising include: 

How to ask 

• The most important principle is that you must actually ask.  Don’t be shy!  You are doing something 

vitally important to help save our democracy. Many people you contact will want to know about a 

strategic way to try to make a difference. 

 

• Make your own contribution first.  It will make a difference in how you feel about asking someone else 

to contribute and how you communicate that request. 

 

• In general, individual personal peer-to-peer fundraising is most effective.  This means directly asking 

friends, relatives, neighbors, work colleagues (when appropriate), book group members, friends from 

college, etc.  This can be done over coffee, lunch, while taking a walk or by email.  You can also call on 

homes in your neighborhood that have progressive messages in the yard or on bumper stickers on the 

family cars. In any case, have a handout about the candidate(s) you want potential donors in your 

network to support.  Ask for the donor’s email address so you can send the links to contribute.  

 

•  Communicate your personal passion and commitment.  Be able to talk about what is happening in the 

country, your state or your district right now that makes it imperative to take action. 

 

• Understand the person you are asking.  What motivates them?  It could be such issues as health care, 

gun safety, climate change or the dysfunction of our national political leaders.  Then tailor your approach 

to why your “ask” connects to that motivation.  Communicate to your potential donor that, with the 

wrong politicians in power, climate change or gun safety is never going to be appropriately addressed. 
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• Have a sense of the amount of money they typically may donate. Then propose a “stretch” amount that 

exceeds that. It is better to ask for too much than too little. Research has established that asking for a 

stretch amount actually increases the donation even if the 

stretch amount isn’t given. 

 

• Tell potential donors that you’re asking them to join a “blue 

wave” movement.  Together, the collective actions of many 

individuals can have a significant impact. 

 

• Use facts and numbers in your appeal by, for example, 

giving them a copy of the spreadsheet.  Explain why donating 

to your specified candidates is more effective than other 

donation choices they may have. 

 

• Make it easy to contribute by providing a link to ActBlue for credit card contributions and an address for 

checks. 

•  Be yourself – use your own language, your own idioms, your own style. 

 

Setting Goals  

• Be accountable:  set a stretch fundraising goal for yourself and then track your success.  You can tell the 

potential donor that you are keeping track of the funds you raise and ask them to send you an email with 

the amount they’ve given. 

• Consider fundraising with a buddy or a small support group.  Encourage each other by sharing the 

number of contacts made in a given week and/or the amount of money raised during a specific time 

period. If you and your friends have limited income and can only donate small amounts, this particular 

approach can feel very satisfying. For example, if you gather five friends, and each person feels they can 

only donate $30 a month, the six of you can donate a total of $180 every month to a deserving candidate. 

That is meaningful!   Arrange with your buddy or group to celebrate at the end of the month when you 

all reach your fundraising goals.  

 

• Consider linking canvassing to raising funds: if you plan to canvass during a given weekend, ask friends 

to go with you. If they decline (or even if they join you) ask if they would pledge $1 a door that YOU 

knock while you are canvassing. If they join you, ask if they would join YOU in pledging together to donate 

X dollars per door that each of you knock.  

 

Whom to ask 

• Cast your net widely.  Keep a running list of people in your life who likely share your feelings about the 

current political climate and keep adding to the list as new names occur to you. 

Expanding Your Reach 

• Ask those who are receptive to join you in reaching out to their contacts for donations.    
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Follow up 

• Remember to thank those who donate if they’ve told you they contributed.  Help them feel their 

contributions are making a difference.  A follow-up email detailing your or the candidate’s success (e.g., 

I’ve raised x dollars in total, or the candidate has moved up in the polls) will be very reinforcing. 

 

Host a Fundraising Event 

• Inviting friends, relatives and other people in your network to your home for a fund-raising event is a 

fun and rewarding way to encourage contributions.  The events don’t have to be formal affairs or require 

much food preparation.  A Sunday afternoon event from 3-5 pm can work well. (See Appendix 3 for a 

sample “To Do” list for fundraising events.) If you are unclear about how federal election law 

requirements might apply to your fundraiser or other activities of your group, national Swing Left has 

put together a very helpful primer. 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18S8BEb15fN4gtsnzz3kS6Uy5_H0AB5dWVRHeHmg5fIs/edit#he

ading=h.rbj5w81ukvp5 

   

Inspiration   

 

As you go about the vitally-important work of 

saving our democracy, remember: 

 

The greatest danger for most of us is not that 

our aim is too high and we miss it, but that it is 

too low and we reach it.   Michelangelo   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

               

                 7/1/19 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18S8BEb15fN4gtsnzz3kS6Uy5_H0AB5dWVRHeHmg5fIs/edit#heading=h.rbj5w81ukvp5
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18S8BEb15fN4gtsnzz3kS6Uy5_H0AB5dWVRHeHmg5fIs/edit#heading=h.rbj5w81ukvp5
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Appendices 

1. Basics for creating an ActBlue donation landing page for a candidate   

2. Sample email request 

3. Sample “To Do” list for fundraising events 

 

 

Appendix 1 

How to Create an ActBlue Donation Landing Page  

or “Contribution Form” for a Candidate 

NOTE: This only works for candidates included in the ActBlue system. 

 

1) Create an ActBlue Account. If you have previously donated to ActBlue, you should have one, but you 
may need to create a password          

2) Open your ActBlue Account. 
3) Click on “My Fundraising,” either at the 3rd panel at the top or under the dropdown “Help” icon at the 

upper right. 
4) Click the orange button “Search Directory.” 
5) Now you have some options for finding your candidate.  A good way is to click on the state button 

(e.g., VA).  Then scroll through the list until you find your candidate and click the orange button to 
“create contribution form.” You can also use the search feature for candidates. 

6) Clicking the “create contribution form” first brings up options to a) create the form title that will 
appear on the contribution form, and b) a unique URL extension which is added onto the ActBlue base 
URL, by which your form can be accessed through the internet. An example for a title could be “Blue 
Dems for Spanberger” and for a URL extension, “Blues4Spanberger.”   

7) Once Step 6 is completed, it brings up the main design instrument for your Contribution Form.  The 
“Edit” tab shows a menu on the left that is easy to follow.  The key item is “Title, ask and URL” which 
allows you to build the primary content of your form.  You will probably want to set the “Preset 
donation amounts” as well.   

8)  Once you have provided content, you “Publish” it.   
9) As you collect donations, you can get data on those donations through the “Stats” tab. And you can 

come back and make changes whenever you want. 
 

If you need assistance, the ActBlue Staff are very responsive to emails. 
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Appendix 2 

Sample Email “Pitch” 

Dear Jack & Jerri:  

We had such a lovely afternoon with you.  There are no friends like old friends!   

I am writing to let you know that 31st Street Swing Left is focusing right now on early money for Larry 
Barnett who is running for the Virginia House of Delegates in the November 5th election.   Larry was a political 
newcomer when he ran in HD 27 in 2017.  With little outside support, he ran a very effective campaign and 
came surprisingly close to winning in his district against the favored Republican incumbent, only losing by 128 
votes.   

Larry has a strong commitment on the issues of healthcare, education, ERA ratification, women’s reproductive 
choice, gun safety, the urgency of climate change and fair redistricting. And he has support from key local 
groups like the Liberal Women of Chesterfield County.  In this second run, Larry now has the experience and 
early start to conduct a winning campaign, but he needs financial support early on which will enable him to 
hire vitally important staff.  

As of December 31, his Republican incumbent opponent had some $107,000 cash on hand, compared to 
Larry's roughly $10,000. His campaign is definitely in our “sweet spot.”    We have set a goal of raising $25,000 
for Larry.  So far, we have raised $9,900, so we still have a way to go. 

Below is the 31st St link to donate. 

http://secure.actblue.com/donate/31stst4barnett 

Thanks for any support you are able to give him!  Danny and I have already made a significant contribution to 
his campaign.  We have heard him speak and were very favorably impressed. 

Much love to you both, 

Mary 

  

http://secure.actblue.com/donate/31stst4barnett
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Appendix 3 

“To Do” List for Fundraiser Event 

Specifics of Event  

   

Names of hosts    

Location     

Date and time     

Candidate(s) for whom funds are being raised 

 

Schedule 

 

3:00 – 3:40 Guests arrive, mingle, eat & drink 

3:40  Host welcomes guests, explains why he/she is hosting this fundraiser; introduces 

person experienced in making “the pitch” 

3:45  2nd person gives the “pitch”: why these 2 candidates and what we’re asking 

4:00  Skype with 1st candidate 

4:30  Skype with 2nd candidate 

5:00 Host – invites those attending to say what impressed them; states a 3rd person is standing by with 
laptop to help make contributions 

 

Tasks 

 

Food & drink 

Create invitation  

Create invitation list and send; make follow up calls  

Create landing page for event 

Contact campaigns to arrange for Skype calls 

Set table with name tags, campaign literature, sign-up sheet for those interested in canvassing or joining your 
group; at least 2 laptops for contributions. 

 

 

 


